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ABSTRACT Deuterated 3-trimethylsilylpropionic acid binding to bovine serum albumin was used as a model system to
examine the feasibility and limitations of using the deuterium off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation experiment
for the study of equilibrium ligand-binding behavior to proteins. The results of this study demonstrate that the rotational-
diffusion behavior of the bound species can be monitored directly, i. e., the observed correlation time of the ligand in the
presence of a protein is approximately equal to the correlation time of the ligand in the bound state, provided that the fraction
of bound ligand is at least 0.20. The presence of local ligand motion and/or chemical exchange contributions to relaxation in
the bound state was inferred from the observation that the correlation time of the bound ligand was somewhat smaller than
the correlation time characterizing the overall tumbling of the protein. An approximate value for the fraction of bound ligand
was obtained from off-resonance relaxation experiments when supplemental spin-lattice or transverse relaxation times were
employed in the analysis. Incorporation of local motion effects for the bound species into the theoretical relaxation formalism
enabled the evaluation of an order parameter and an effective correlation time, which in conjunction with a wobbling in a cone
model, provided additional information about ligand motion in the bound state.
INTRODUCTION
The off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation ex-
periment applied to spin 1/2 nuclei yields a rotational cor-
relation time reflecting overall molecular reorientational
motional behavior (Schleich et al., 1989, 1992). This mag-
netic resonance technique was recently shown to be appli-
cable to the study of intermediate time scale molecular
motions (correlation time range ca. 2-500 ns) of deuterium-
labeled molecules (Rydzewski and Schleich, 1994), and is
therefore an appropriate methodology for rotational-diffu-
sion studies involving both in vitro as well as in vivo
systems. This study extends the off-resonance rotating
frame spin-lattice relaxation experiment to the investigation
of the rotational diffusion behavior of deuterium-labeled
ligands engaged in equilibrium binding to macromolecules.
Deuterated 3-trimethylsilylpropionic acid (TSP-d4) bind-
ing to bovine serum albumin (BSA) was used as a model
system to examine the feasibility and limitations of using
the deuterium off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice re-
laxation experiment for the study of equilibrium ligand-
binding behavior to proteins. Several different motional
models were incorporated in the off-resonance rotating
frame spin-lattice relaxation formalism. Isotropic reorienta-
tional motion of the ligand in the free and bound states, both
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with and without the inclusion of fast exchange, was as-
sumed. In addition, to more adequately account for the
motional behavior of the deuterated ligand in the macromo-
lecular bound state, the model-free approach of Lipari and
Szabo (1982a, b) was included in the formalism. This
method utilizes an order parameter and effective correlation
time, in addition to an overall correlation time, to describe
molecular motion, which in the case of fast internal motions
provides unique dynamical information in the absence of a
specific model. The derived formalism was used to illustrate
the theoretical dependence of the spectral intensity ratio (R),
a key characteristic of the off-resonance rotating frame
spin-lattice relaxation experiment, on the relevant off-reso-
nance irradiation and ligand-binding parameters. The for-
malism was also employed for the analysis of experimental
binding data.
THEORY
The theoretical formalism describing the 2H off-resonance
rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation experiment has been
presented in detail elsewhere (Rydzewski and Schleich,
1994; Schleich et al., 1989, 1992). The experiment involves
the application of a continuous wave low power radio
frequency (RF) irradiation field at a frequency off-reso-
nance from the resonance(s) of interest for a time approxi-
mately equal to ST1. The resulting reduction in signal in-
tensity is assessed, and the spectral intensity ratio (R =
M,/MO) is equal to cos20 [T71/TJ] where 0 is the angle
between the effective field and the z-axis, and Toff and T,
are the spin-lattice magnetic relaxation times of the nuclear
spins in the presence and absence of the RF field, respec-
tively. The angle 0 is dependent upon both B2 and the
frequency offset (Voff) of the RF irradiation field. The the-
oretical expression for l/Toff the relaxation rate constant
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that describes spin relaxation along the effective field as-
suming axial symmetry for the electric field tensor, is (Ry-
dzewski and Schleich, 1994):
1 (3 2 CSjW, j=L-[sin26 co520J( We) + sin4 J(2woe)]12
2 30 \ 210\+ [cos 2 ) cos (2)J(CO + We)
+ sin2(36) sin2( )J(co - Co)
+ sin20 cos4( )J(2o + cwe) (1)
sin sin4()J (2co - we)
+ 4[sin20 Cos4(2)J(wo + 2We)
+ sin20 sin4( 2)J((co - 2coe)
+ cos8( )J(2Woo + 2(We)
+ sin8( )J(2wo - 2we)]}
where
3 2[rre2qQ]2
80 h (2)
and w. is the Larmor precessional frequency of the nuclear
spins, we is the angular precessional frequency about the
effective field, (2rre2qQlh) is the quadrupolar coupling con-
stant in rad/s, and J(w) is the spectral density function,
which is defined below. When we and 0 are zero, Eq. 1
reduces to the familiar longitudinal relaxation rate constant
expression for a spin 1 nucleus assuming axial symmetry of
the electric field gradient. In liquids, where the rotational
correlation time is much smaller than the magnitude of the
quadrupolar interaction (i.e., TO << [h/e2qQ]), complete
averaging of the quadrupolar interaction occurs, and thus
quadrupolar splitting of the spectral lines can be ignored.
Theoretical expressions for 2H T, and T2 relaxation times,
assuming a dominant quadrupolar relaxation mechanism,
are given elsewhere (Rydzewski and Schleich, 1994).
Isotropic reorientation
Assuming isotropic tumbling, the spectral density function
appropriate for spin 1 quadrupolar relaxation is:
J(W) 1 + a)2T(2
where T is the correlation time for isotropic reorientational
motion of a rigid spherical particle (Rydzewski and
Schleich, 1994).
Chemical exchange
To accommodate equilibrium macromolecular deuterium-
labeled ligand-binding considerations into the formalism of
the off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation ex-
periment, the dependence of the spectral intensity ratio on
molecular motion was modified. Fast exchange on the NMR
relaxation time and chemical shift scales was assumed, and
thus the lIT1 and l/Tjpff relaxation rate constants used in the
expression for the spectral intensity ratio were the sum of
the relaxation rate constants of the free and the bound
species weighted by their respective mole fractions. Similar
considerations were assumed to apply to l/T2, the transverse
relaxation rate. Furthermore, the overall correlation time of
the bound state, T.oB which represents binding of the ligand
to macromolecular species, may include contributions from
the lifetime of the bound nuclear spin (ex), if Tex is approx-
imately equal to or less than T., the correlation time char-
acterizing isotropic rotational motion, and is defined by the
following expression:
1 1 1
= -+To,B trot Tex (4)
(Marshall, 1970; Rose and Bryant, 1978).
Bound ligand internal motion
For a molecule, such as a bound ligand, experiencing inter-
nal motion superimposed on overall reorientational motion,
the spectral density functions can be described using the
model-free approach proposed by Lipari and Szabo (1982a,
b). This approach is applicable to the case of an electric field
gradient ,u, reorienting by internal motion within a macro-
molecular framework, superimposed on overall isotropic
reorientational motion described by a correlation time, TM.
In the case of ligand binding, the deuterated molecule was
assumed to have a fixed point of attachment, whereas ,u was
allowed restrained freedom of motion within the binding
site. The spectral density function is:
(5)Al) = 2[1 + )2T'+ 1 2+TI
where I1 = 'TM + Te- 1; S2 is the generalized order param-
eter (O c 52 < 1) that reflects the degree of spatial restric-
tion of motion of the deuterium nucleus of the bound
metabolite and is model independent, and Te is the effective
correlation time reflecting the temporal scale of the internal
motion. For a rigidly attached deuterated ligand (S2 = 1)
Eq. 5 reduces to Eq. 3. For deuterium-labeled ligands, rapid
tumbling in both the free and bound states was assumed,
resulting in complete averaging of quadrupolar splitting
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interactions. When Te << TM and (Teo)2 << 1, Eq. 5 reduces
to:
J(w) = 2[ + S+(l-M el (6)
Lipari and Szabo (1982a, b) have shown that if both con-
ditions apply to the system under consideration, the internal
motion information embedded in an NMR relaxation exper-
iment is rigorously and completely specified by S2 andTe. S2
and Te may be obtained by performing T1 or T2 relaxation
experiments in addition to the off-resonance rotating frame
spin-lattice relaxation experiment, and the numerical values
can be interpreted within the framework of a variety of
models.
A simple model to enable a physical picture of the motion
of it is to assume diffusion within a cone of semiangle 00.
For this model (Kinoshita et al., 1977; Howarth, 1979;
Lipari and Szabo, 1980, 1981; Wang and Pecora, 1980),
1
Scone = -(cos00)(1 + cos00)2
such that:
00 = cos'[2{(1 + 8Scone)12 1}] (8)
if 0 . 00' 90° is assumed. Thus, the motion of an attached
deuterated ligand that is freely diffusing within the volume
of a cone is described.
Theoretical simulations
A static field (B.) of 7.05 T corresponding to the field
strength used for the accompanying experiments was as-
sumed in the theoretical simulations. In addition, a deute-
rium quadrupolar coupling constant (DQCC) of 170 kHz
was employed for the simulations, which represents the
average value for a deuterium nucleus attached to an Sp3
hybridized carbon (Mantsch et al., 1977). All simulations
were carried out using programs written in Borland Turbo
PASCAL (Ver. 5) and are available upon request by sending
an E-mail request to yoti@aku.ucsc.edu.
Isotropic reorientation
Fig. 1 depicts computer simulations demonstrating the de-
pendence of the 2H spectral intensity ratio dispersion curves
(R (= COS20[T1°/Tj]) vs. voff at constant B2 field strength)
on the fraction of bound ligand (XB) (panel A), the isotropic
rotational correlation times of the bound (To,B) (panel B),
and the free (TO F) ligand species (panel C). Fast exchange
between the free- and macromolecular-bound-ligand states
was assumed. These simulations demonstrated the sensitiv-
ity of the intensity ratio dispersion curves to the fraction of
bound ligand (panel A) at fraction bound values <0.14 (TO,F
= 0.01 ns); whereas at fraction bound values >0.2, little or
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FIGURE 1 Simulated 2H spectral intensity ratio dispersion curves (R (=
cos20[T°Pffl/Tl]) vs. RF frequency offset, Voff, at constant B2 field strength) for
different values of (A) fraction of bound ligand, XB; (B) rotational correlation
time for bound ligand, TOrB; (C) rotational correlation time of free ligand, TO,F.
Isotropic reorientational motion of the ligand in the free and bound states was
assumed (see Theory section for additional details). Values for XB in panel (A)
were: 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0; TO,B = 15 ns; rToX = 0.01 ns.
Values for T.B in panel (B) were: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 ns; To,F
= 0.01 ns; XB = 0.14. Values for TOF in panel (C) were: 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05,
and 0.01 ns; To,B = 15 ns; XB = 0.14. For all simulations the following
parameters were assumed: Bo = 7.05 T, DQCC = 170 kHz, off-resonance RF
field strength (B2) = 1.3 Gauss.
no change in dispersion curve behavior was observed. Fig.
1 also displays the sensitivity of the intensity ratio disper-
sion curves to changes in ToB (panel B) and 'rTF (panel C)
at a fixed bound-ligand fraction value of 0.14 where the
dispersion curves were found to be responsive to changes in
these parameters.
Three-dimensional representations illustrating the depen-
dence of the intensity ratio, R, on TOrB and XB at a Voff value
of 3500 Hz for different values of TOF are shown in Fig. 2,
A-C. For small values of XB at all values of TO,F considered,
the off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation ex-
periment was observed to be highly sensitive to changes in
XB, whereas with increased ligand binding, R leveled off to
a value that reflected the motional parameters of the bound
species. This effect was most apparent at both larger TOB
and smaller To,F values. This observation suggested that in
(C) 0.5 ns 5.
.01 ns
I V.
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tive evaluation of this experiment. Because of this, T1 and
T2 relaxation behavior was also considered in addition to the
off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation experi-
ment, thereby enabling selection of the appropriate [S2. Te]
pair from multiple pairs of [S2, Te solutions that would
otherwise occur.
For the following computer simulations, fast exchange
between free- and macromolecular-bound ligand was as-
sumed. The free species was assumed to be tumbling iso-
tropically, whereas the bound species was assumed to sus-
tain internal motion superimposed on overall isotropic
tumbling as described by Eq. 5. Figs. 3-6 depict sets of
computer simulations demonstrating the dependence of T1,
T2, and R on Te for different assumed values of TM, XB, TO,
100E
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FIGURE 2 Simulated 2H spectral intensity ratio (R (= cos20[T,IffTj])) as
a function of the fraction of bound ligand (XB) and the rotational correlation
time of bound ligand (TO B) for different values of the rotational correlation of
free ligand (TroF): (A) 0.01 ns, (B) 0.034 ns, and (C) 0.1 ns. Isotropic
reorientational motion of the ligand in the free and bound states was assumed
(see Theory section for additional details). For all simulations the following
parameters were assumed: BO = 7.05 T, DQCC = 170 kHz, off-resonance RF
field strength (B2) = 1.3 Gauss, frequency offset (voff) = 3500 Hz.
many cases involving the binding of a deuterated ligand to
a macromolecular species, the intensity ratio primarily re-
flects the relaxation parameters characteristic of the bound
species.
Bound ligand internal motion
The generalized order parameter (S2) and the accompanying
effective correlation time (Te) were incorporated into the 2H
off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation experi-
ment formalism to allow for the additional complexity of
internal motion involving the ligand-bound state. In this
case two unknown parameters occur, and thus a minimum
of two relaxation measurements are necessary for quantita-
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FIGURE 3 Simulated 2H T1 (A), T2 (B), and spectral intensity ratio (R
cos20[TO!/Tj]) (C) vs. effective correlation time (Te) curves for differ-
ent values of the rotational correlation time of the macromolecule (TM).
Isotropic reorientational motion was assumed for the free ligand, whereas
internal motion was assumed for the bound ligand (see Theory section for
additional details). For all simulations the following parameters were
assumed: BO = 7.05 T, S2 = 0.36, XB = 0.14, ToF = 0.012 ns, DQCC =
170 kHz. Values for TM were: 500, 300, 200, 150, 100, 50, and 30 ns. For
(C) an off-resonance RF field strength (B2) of 1.3 Gauss, and an RF
frequency offset (voff) of 3500 Hz were assumed.
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FIGURE 4 Simulated 2H T, (A), T2 (B), and spectral intensity ratio (R
= cos2e[T ffg/Tj]) (C) vs. effective correlation time (Te) curves for differ-
ent values of the bound ligand fraction (XB). Isotropic reorientational
motion was assumed for the free ligand, whereas internal motion was
assumed for the bound ligand (see Theory section for additional details).
For all simulation the following parameters were assumed: Bo = 7.05 T, S2
= 0.36, TM = 100 ns, ToF = 0.012 ns, and DQCC = 170 kHz. Values for
XB were: 0, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, and 1.0. For (C) an
off-resonance RF field strength (B2) of 1.3 Gauss, and an RF frequency
offset (Voff) of 3500 Hz were assumed.
and S2. The parameters TM, XB, To,F' and S2 were set equal
to 100 ns, 0.14, 0.012 ns, and 0.36, respectively, when
employed as fixed values in the simulations.
Little variation in T1, T2, or R as a function of Te was
observed when Te was less than _l1-2 ns, as a result of the
dominance of the macromolecular tumbling contribution to
the spectral density function (see Figs. 3-6). As Te in-
creases, however, the internal motion begins to contribute
significantly to the average T1. Because R is a ratio involv-
ing T1, this parameter increases accordingly. When (coTe)2
approaches 1, the spectral density function can no longer be
adequately described by Eq. 6; and instead Eq. 5 applies,
whereas when Te approaches TM, the internal motion be-
comes slow enough to reduce T to a value that is in the slow
motional regime, thereby increasing the average T,. Be-
cause T2 is dominated by J(0), it is frequency independent
up to very large values of Tr.
Ie (ns)
FIGURE 5 Simulated 2H T, (A), T2 (B), and spectral intensity ratio (R
= cos20[Tl°ff/T1]) (C) vs. effective correlation time (Te) curves for differ-
ent values of the rotational correlation time of free ligand (To F). Isotropic
reorientational motion was assumed for the free ligand, whereas internal
motion was assumed for the bound ligand (see Theory section for addi-
tional details). For all simulations the following parameters were assumed:
Bo = 7.05 T, S2 = 0.36, TM = 100 ns, XB = 0.14, and DQCC = 170 kHz.
Values for TO F were: 0.005, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5 ns. For
(C) an off-resonance RF field strength (B2) of 1.3 Gauss, and an RF
frequency offset (Voff) of 3500 Hz were assumed.
Fig. 3 displays a set of computer simulations illustrating
the dependence of the 2H T1 and T2 relaxation times and the
spectral intensity ratio (R (= cos20[T7f/Tj])) on Te given
different values of TM. These simulations revealed that T1
was the least sensitive parameter to differences in TM,
whereas T2 was found to be the most responsive. Because T2
was found to be relatively constant over a broad range of T;
values, it is an appropriate measurement to use for obtaining
TM if all other parameters are known. Fig. 4 displays a set of
computer simulations illustrating the dependence of T1, T2,
and R on XB. This set of simulations revealed that T1 was
dependent on XB in the region of T, between 0.1 and 20 ns,
but was not responsive to changes in bound-ligand fraction
at Te values <0.01 ns. With the assumed values for 52 and
To,F, R and T2 were observed to vary with XB, whereas R was
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EXPERIMENTA
NMR
2H spectra and relaxa
General Electric GN-3
I.... I| I'IIIIlerica, MA) equipped with a Oxford Instruments (Oxford, UK) 7.05 T,
., 1.0 ~ wide bore (89 mm) magnet. A GE 12 mm broad-band probe and 12 mm
.0 (o.d.) NMR tubes (nonspinning) were used. T, and T2 were measured using
inversion recovery and the Hahn spin-echo experiment, respectively. Phase
cycling was used for all measurements. 2H chemical shifts were referenced
to the natural abundance 'H2HO resonance at 4.76 ppm at 25°C. 2H
off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation experiments using the
NMR methodology previously described (Rydzewski and Schleich, 1994)
were performed at 22°C on TSP-d4-BSA solutions of known binding
characteristics prepared by equilibrium dialysis (see below). This experi-
ment was only conducted on those samples with 2H resonance signals
narrow enough to perform reasonable integrations. The spectral width used
(B) was ±2000 Hz and the B2 power varied from 1.28 to 1.46 Gauss. 2H T, and
0 T2 relaxation times for TSP-d4 in the presence of BSA were also measured
in selected samples.
______________ Equilibrium dialysis binding measurements
1.0 BSA fraction V powder was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) and
defatted essentially according to Chen (1967). The solution was passed
through a 0.45-,g Millipore filter (Millipore Corp., Marlborough, MA) to
ensure removal of residual charcoal. The polymer composition of the
defatted BSA was determined by gel filtration HPLC using a BioSil
0 (C) Sec-250, 600 x 7.5-mm column (BioRad, Richmond, CA), with 150-mM
NaCl in 5-mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) as the mobile phase. BSA
concentrations were determined by UV absorbance at 280 nm using an
extinction coefficient of E2800'1 = 0.62 (Rydzewski, 1992).
The experimentally determined oligomeric composition (by weight) of
the defatted BSA used in these studies was 81.2% monomer, 14.9% dimer
and -3.0% trimer, 0.6% tetramer, and 0.3% pentamer.
1.0 i The buffer used in the equilibrium dialysis experiment was 5-mM
.....l l,,.,ll ,,,., . ..sodium phosphate containing 150-mM NaCl, pH 7.4. Dialysis tubing
103 10-2 10-1 100 101 102 (Spectra/Por #2 tubing, molecular weight cut-off 12-14, PGC Scientifics,
Ie (ns) Gaithersburg, MD) was treated with EDTA and dithiothreitol at 90-100°C,
followed by exhaustive washing with ultrapure water, before use. Defatted
BSA was exhaustively dialyzed at 4°C against equilibrium dialysis buffer
d 2H T, (Ae), T2 (B), and spectral intensity ratio (R for use in binding experiments.(C) vs. effective correlation time (ITe) curves for Sodium 3-(trimethylsilyl) propionate-2,2,3,3,-d4 (TSP-d4) (98 atom %)
order parameter (S2). Isotropic reorientational mo- was purchased from Cambridge Isotopes (Woburn, MA). Both experimen-
the free species, whereas anisotropic tumbling was tal and control samples were prepared for each TSP concentration used.I species (see Theory section for additional details). The experimental sample for equilibrium dialysis was 3.5-mL BSA solu-
= 7.05 T, To,F = 0.012 ns, Tm = 100 ns, XB = 0.14, tion in buffer, at the appropriate concentration, which was placed into
Values for were: 0.0,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.3, 0.6, 0.8, dialysis tubing, sealed, and inserted into a 20-mL screw-cap vial; a 3.5-mL
sonance RF field strength (B2) of 1.3 Gauss, and an aliquot of the appropriate TSP working solution was pipetted into the vialV0ff) of 3500 Hz were assumed.°off) on the outside of the dialysis bag. A control sample was prepared in an
identical manner, except that the protein solution was replaced by buffer
inside the dialysis bag. As an experimental check, additional samples were
it smaller bound fractions. Fig. 5 demon- prepared at a selected TSP concentration where the BSA concentration was
ence of these parameters on Te at different about one-fourth of that of the other samples. The samples were allowed to
'hese simulations revealed that T'2 was equilibrate in the dialysis apparatus at 22°C for -2 days with periodic
agitation. To ensure that equilibrium had been reached, the inside andto the correlation time of the free species, outside concentrations of TSP-d4 in a control sample were checked to
varied significantly with changes in To,F. confirm that they were in fact equal. Binding measurements were based
es the dependence of these parameters on upon 2H resonance intensity measurements of TSP made on aliquots
er and furthermore, reveals that T2 and R removed from outside the dialysis bags.
ve than T1 to variations in S2, particularly Quantitation was performed by integration of the two TSP 2H resonancesin the NMR spectrum. The fraction of bound ligand was determined by the
e- following relationship: Vcontro - Iexperiental)Icontl, where Iexpeimental and
Jcontrol are the 2H resonance intensities of the experimental and control samples
L representing total free ligand supporting equilibrium ligand binding and the
total available ligand, respectively. The concentrations ofTSP-d4 present in the
experimental and control solutions were determined by using the integrated
areas of the TSP-d4 NMR standard solutions as a reference. The relationship
ition times were obtained at 46.07 MHz using a between the TSP-d4 concentration and the 2H resonance intensity was con-
i0 spectrometer (currently serviced by Bruker, Bil- firmed to be linear.
1,
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Data analysis
2H off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation experiment intensity
ratio curves (R vs. V0ff) were analyzed as described previously (Rydzewski,
1992; Rydzewski and Schleich, 1994) using nonlinear regression to obtain
values for the rotational correlation time and R(oo).
Equilibrium dialysis experimental data were analyzed using the Scat-
chard method. Equilibrium ligand-binding behavior is described by the
following relationship, which assumes i classes of independent and equiv-
alent macromolecular binding sites (Klotz, 1974; Cantor and Schimmel,
1980b; Zierler, 1989):
[L]F i= I I + ki[L]F-
where v is the average number of moles of ligand bound per mole of
macromolecule, ki is the intrinsic binding constant of ith class (M-'), ni is
the number of binding sites of class i per mole of macromolecule, N is the
total number of classes of binding sites, and [LIF is the concentration of the
free ligand in equilibrium with the bound form. For a single class of
equivalent and independent binding sites, a plot of VI[L]F vs. v yields a
straight line with a negative slope. For this case, the V/[L]F intercept is
)2n,ki and the vintercept is I:ni (Klotz, 1974; Klotz and Hunston, 1979). By
contrast, if the Scatchard plot is nonlinear, more than one class of binding
sites are present, which may or may not display cooperative binding
effects. A graphical procedure was used to extract the binding parameters
(ki and n,) from the Scatchard plot following the procedure described by
Cantor and Schimmel (1980b). To assess the validity of the binding
parameters, the binding curve was reconstructed using Eq. 9 and the
derived binding parameters.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The goal of this study was to establish the feasibility and
limitations of using the 2H off-resonance rotating frame
spin-lattice relaxation NMR experiment for the investiga-
tion of the rotational-diffusion behavior of ligands engaged
in equilibrium binding to macromolecules. Consequently,
NMR measurements were performed on samples of known
binding characteristics prepared by equilibrium dialysis
containing TSP-d4 and BSA. The results of both equilibrium
dialysis and companion magnetic resonance experiments
are presented.
Experimental binding data for the binding of TSP-d4 to
BSA obtained from equilibrium dialysis experiments, and
the subsequently derived parameters required for Scatchard
plot analysis are tabulated in Table 1. The Scatchard plot
corresponding to the data tabulated in Table 1 is shown in
Fig. 7. The Scatchard plot is concave up implying the
presence of more than one class of independent binding
sites or the occurrence of anticooperative binding effects.
Such behavior was expected, because it is known that BSA
has at least two classes of binding sites, one of which binds
ligands more tightly than the other (Klotz et al., 1948;
Scatchard et al., 1957). The binding parameters obtained by
Scatchard analysis were: nI= 1, k, = 1600 M- ; n2 = 11,
k2 = 50 M-1. The relatively small values of the derived
association constants indicate weak association between
TSP-d4 and BSA, in contrast to the behavior reported for
many fatty acids, drugs, and dyes (Kragh-Hansen, 1981;
Spector, 1975). The solid line shown in Fig. 7 represents the
theoretical curve calculated using Eq. 9 and the derived
binding parameter values with N = 2. This curve is in
excellent agreement with the experimental data points thus
supporting the validity of the derived binding parameters.
2H off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation
experiments were performed on all protein samples contain-
ing TSP-d4 except for the two with the lowest ligand-
binding density. Representative 2H spectra of TSP-d4 in the
presence of BSA, prepared by equilibrium dialysis to
known binding characteristics, are shown in Fig. 8. Reso-
nance 1 corresponds to the HDO resonance, whereas reso-
nances 2 and 3 represent the two nonequivalent deuterium
resonances for TSP-d4. As shown by the spectra presented
in Fig. 8 the TSP-d4 resonances broaden and become less
resolved, with increasing fraction of protein bound deuter-
ated ligand.
For the analysis of the rotational-diffusion behavior of the
TSP-d4 ligand involved in equilibrium binding to BSA,
three motional models were considered. The first model
assumed fast exchange between free and bound states with
TABLE I Equilibrium dialysis ligand-binding data and parameters for the binding of TSP-d4 to BSA (20°C, pH 7.4)
Sample Fraction of [TSP] added [BSA]* [TSP] free [TSP]* bound v (moles ligand/ v/[TSP]F
no. bound ligand (mM) (mM) (mM) (mM) mole protein) (M- )
1 0.11 ± 0.01 4.92 0.22 4.22 0.50 2.27 539
2 0.14 ± 0.02 49.0 0.87 41.1 6.73 7.74 188
3 0.15 ± 0.01 49.2 0.81 41.8 7.20 8.89 213
4 0.15 ± 0.02 4.90 0.25 4.00 0.69 2.76 690
5 0.22 ± 0.02 19.7 0.75 14.2 4.01 5.35 377
6 0.27 ± 0.02 19.6 0.92 13.8 5.12 5.57 403
7 0.31 + 0.03 9.80 0.88 6.56 2.96 3.36 513
8 0.32 ± 0.02 9.84 0.76 6.59 3.13 4.12 625
9 0.41 ± 0.02 4.90 0.87 2.78 1.92 2.21 794
10 0.43 + 0.03 4.92 0.74 2.71 2.01 2.72 1002
11 0.50 ± 0.04 1.96 0.86 0.81 0.81 0.94 1163
12 0.63 ±0.07 0.98 0.88 0.39 0.54 0.61 1573
*BSA molecular weight = 66.5 kDa.
$Excludes TSP-d4 bound to dialysis tubing and glass.
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FIGURE 7 Scatchard plot for TSP-d4 ligand binding to BSA. The cal-
culated ligand binding parameters (see text for details) were: n1 = 1, k, =
1600 M- 1; n2 = 1, k2 = 50 M- 1. The solid line is a simulated curve using
Eq. 9 with N = 2. Off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation
experiments were performed on all protein samples with the exception of
the two with the lowest binding density. The symbols *, A denote samples
on which T, and T2 measurements were also performed; open symbols
signify samples containing 0.23-0.29 mM BSA, whereas filled symbols
represent samples containing 0.75-0.90 mM BSA. A sample number
accompanies selected symbols; see Table 1 for a tabulation of the relevant
binding parameters.
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both ligand states experiencing rigid rotor isotropic tum-
bling. The second model assumed a single molecular spe-
cies tumbling isotropically with no distinction, and hence,
no exchange, between free and bound states. This model,
although unrealistic for the present study, was previously
used for the investigation of rotational-diffusion character-
istics of small molecules free in solution (Rydzewski and
Schleich, 1994), and was nevertheless employed in the
present study to enable assessment of the contribution that
exchange between free and bound ligand states made to the
derived rotational correlation time (Toeff). The third case
considered was the same as the first, except that the bound-
ligand species was assumed to be engaged in internal mo-
tion superimposed on overall macromolecular reorienta-
tional motion. The generalized order parameter approach of
Lipari and Szabo (1982a, b) was used to characterize ligand
motion occurring in the bound state. Implicit in these anal-
yses was the assumption of identical ligand motional be-
havior characteristics for each of the two classes of binding
sites on BSA.
Ligand isotropic rotational diffusion assuming
fast exchange between free and bound ligand
states and the absence of bound ligand
internal motion
Representative experimental 2H spectral intensity ratio dis-
persion curves (R (= Mz/MO) vs. Voff at constant B2 field
strength) for three representative samples, each reflecting
different values of the fraction of bound ligand and ligand-
binding density, prepared by BSA-TSP-d4 equilibrium di-
alysis experiments are shown in Fig. 9, A-C. The solid line
FIGURE 8 2H NMR spectra of TSP-d4 in the presence of BSA at
different values of the fraction of bound ligand. (A) XB = 0.15 (sample 3);
(B) XB = 0.22 (sample 5); (C) XB = 0.32 (sample 8); and (D) XB = 0.43
(sample 10). Resonance 1 corresponds to the HDO resonance (4.76 ppm)
whereas resonances 2 and 3 correspond to the two nonequivalent deuterium
atoms of TSP-d4. Each spectrum represents 64 acquisitions; 10-Hz line-
broadening was applied to the free induction decay prior to Fourier trans-
formation. See Table 1 for a tabulation of the relevant binding parameters.
is the best fit curve obtained using an average value for the
intensity of TSP-d4 resonances 2 and 3, assuming fast
exchange between bound and free species, and isotropic
tumbling for ligand in both free and bound states. A corre-
lation time for the free ligand of 0.012 ns that was obtained
from a T, measurement of TSP-d4 in buffer was used,
assuming a DQCC of 170 kHz (Mantsch et al., 1977). These
values were used as constants along with the relevant ex-
perimental fraction of bound ligand and B2 RF field strength
in the fitting routine; the correlation time for the bound
species (ToB) and R(oo) were adjustable parameters. The
theoretical fit was excellent for all experiments as shown in
Fig. 9, A-C.
The experimental parameters and fitted ToB values ob-
tained for each TSP-d4 resonance and for the combination
of both resonance intensities are tabulated in Table 2. Both
TSP-d4 resonances behaved in approximately the same
manner; the value of ToB derived using resonance 2 was
slightly larger than when resonance 3 was used in about half
the samples. These small differences in rotational correla-
tion time were attributed to experimental error, and we
assumed that both resonances behaved in approximately the
same manner. Thus, the reorientational motion of bound
.r.
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FIGURE 9 Experimental off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice relax-
ation intensity ratio dispersion curves (R (= MJMO) vs. RF frequency
offset, V0ff, at constant B2 field strength) for representative samples of
TSP-d4 in the presence of BSA prepared by equilibrium dialysis to differ-
ent values of the fraction of bound ligand (XB). (A) XB = 0.43 (sample 10);
(B) XB = 0.22 (sample 5); and (C) XB = 0.11 (sample 1). For all plots, (O)
denotes the intensity ratio, R, derived from the TSP-d4 resonance 2;
whereas (A) denotes R derived from TSP-d4 resonance 3; (0) denotes R
derived from the combination of both resonances. The solid line is the best
fit curve using the combination of resonances 2 and 3 assuming isotropic
reorientation (see text for additional details). The following values were
held constant in the fitting procedure: TO F = 0.012 ns, DQCC = 170 kHz,
whereas TO B and R(oo) were adjustable parameters. Experimental binding
parameters and the best fit values for TO B and T.Oeff are tabulated in Tables
1 and 2.
TSP-d4, as reported by the deuterium nucleus, represents an
overall molecular motion average rather than selective mo-
tion involving either the C2 or C3 positions of the ligand. In
all cases the value for To,B was approximately one-third the
value of the calculated average rotational correlation time
for BSA (see below), suggesting that a process faster than
protein reorientational motion was contributing to the relax-
ation occurring in the bound state. Two appropriate candi-
dates for this process are internal motion at the protein
ligand-binding site(s) and/or contributions from chemical
exchange.
Experimental magnetic relaxation parameters obtained as
a function of bound-ligand fraction are tabulated in Table 3.
Within experimental error, both resonances 2 and 3 of
TSP-d4 behaved in a similar fashion, with the possible
exception of the T, relaxation time measurements for two
samples (3 and 5), which were observed to be longer for
TSP-d4 resonance 2 than for resonance 3 by -11%. How-
ever, in this study we assumed similar behavior for both
resonances.
To examine the feasibility of assessing the fraction of
bound deuterated ligand by analysis of intensity ratio dis-
persion curves (at least for small XB values) the following
iterative procedure, in conjunction with the fast exchange
isotropic tumbling model, was applied to data obtained
using a sample of TSP-d4 in the presence of BSA of known
binding characteristics. For the given sample an experimen-
tal intensity ratio (R = MI/MO) value close to 0.5 and 2H T1
and T2 relaxation time values were noted. The theoretical
relaxation times T1 and T2, as well as the intensity ratio, R,
were subsequently calculated using assumed pairs of [XB,
To,B] values following procedures described in the Theory
section, assuming a ToF value of 0.012 ns and a DQCC of
170 kHz (Mantsch et al., 1977). The assumed fraction of
bound ligand, XB, was varied from zero to one in small
increments, and, in turn, at each incremental value of XB,
To,B was varied from 0.0001 to 1.83 ns in small steps. The
value of TO,B at each increment of a given XB value was used
to calculate a set of relaxation values. The value of To,B that
yielded a set of relaxation values closest to the correspond-
ing experimental measurements (i.e., [T1, T2], [T1, R], [T2,
R], or [T1, T2, R]) was used to calculate the absolute value
of the sum of the relative differences between pairs of
calculated and experimental values; this value, which is a
reflection of the error was denoted by A. This calculation
was also repeated in the same manner except that the range
of assumed ToB values was varied from 2 to 100 ns. This
second calculation was necessary because of the parabolic
dependence of T1 on TO,B, which has a minimum at -2 ns as
shown in Fig. 3 A. Examples of the results of these calcu-
lations, which are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, assumed TO,B
values from 0.0001 to 1.83 ns and 2 to 100 ns, respectively,
for sample 5. The solid line is A, whereas the dotted line is
the ToB value at a particular incremental value of XB. The
vertical arrow denotes the value of the experimental fraction
of bound ligand obtained from equilibrium dialysis binding
experiments. Plots associated with the four other BSA sam-
ples in which T1 and T2 measurements were made were all
found to be similar (not shown). The value of A was
relatively large and failed to reach a minimum using any
combination of relaxation measurements when short To,B
times were employed; by contrast, a minimum in A was
obtained when longer TO,B values were used, as shown in
Fig. 11. For each sample, the minimum in A occurred at
approximately the same XB value for any combination of
relaxation measurements, but was smaller than the experi-
mental value for all protein samples studied. These results
indicated that the use of any combination of relaxation
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TABLE 2 Values of the effective (To,.ff) and bound (T,B) ligand rotational correlation times as a function of bound ligand fraction
(XB) for the binding of TSP-d4 to BSA (220C, pH 7.4)
To,eff (ns) To,B (ns)
Sample Bound ligand B2 power TSP-d4 TSP-d4 TSP-d4 resonances TSP-d4 TSP-d4 TSP-d4 resonances 6*
no. fraction (XB) (Gauss) resonance 2 resonance 3 2 and 3 combined resonance 2 resonance 3 2 and 3 combined (ns)
1 0.11 ± 0.01 1.46 10.7 ± 0.3 10.6 ± 0.3 10.7 + 0.3 12.2 ± 0.3 12.1 + 0.5 12.2 ± 0.4 1.5
2 0.14 ± 0.02 1.33 11.1 ± 0.2 11.5 ± 0.2 11.2 ± 0.2 12.7 ± 0.3 12.2 ± 0.2 12.4 ± 0.2 1.2
3 0.15 ± 0.01 1.40 13.3 ± 0.2 11.7 ± 0.2 12.4 ± 0.2 14.8 ± 0.3 12.9 ± 0.2 13.8 ± 0.2 1.4
4 0.15 ± 0.02 1.30 11.2 ± 0.4 10.6 ± 0.3 11.1 ± 0.2 12.3 ± 0.4 11.6 ± 0.4 12.2 ± 0.3 1.1
5 0.22 ± 0.02 1.46 12.8 ± 0.2 12.1 ± 0.2 12.5 ± 0.2 13.7 ± 0.2 12.9 ± 0.2 13.3 ± 0.2 0.8
6 0.27 ± 0.02 1.30 14.1 ± 0.3 12.6 ± 0.2 13.3 ± 0.2 14.8 ± 0.3 13.3 + 0.2 14.0 ± 0.2 0.7
7 0.31 ± 0.03 1.32 12.6 ± 0.5 13.2 ± 0.5 12.8 ± 0.3 12.9 ± 0.6 13.7 ± 0.5 13.3 ± 0.4 0.5
8 0.32 ± 0.02 1.44 13.0 ± 0.4 12.0 +0.2 12.5 ± 0.2 13.7 ± 0.4 12.4 0.2 13.0 ± 0.2 0.5
9 0.41 ± 0.02 1.28 10.2 ± 0.5 12.6 ± 0.8 10.0 ± 0.4 10.4 ± 0.5 13.0 + 0.8 10.2 + 0.2 0.2
10 0.43 ± 0.03 1.42 13.8 ± 0.3 12.7 + 0.3 13.2 ± 0.2 14.1 ± 0.3 13.0 0.4 13.5 ± 0.3 0.3
(o,B - To.,eff)-
TABLE 3 2H T1 and T2 relaxation times as a function of bound ligand fraction (,YB) for the binding of TSP-d4 to BSA (22°C,
pH 7.4)
T, (ms) T2 (ms)
Sample Bound ligand TSP-d4 TSP-d4 TSP-d4 resonances TSP-d4 TSP-d4 TSP-d4 resonances
no. fraction (XB) resonance 2 resonance 3 2 and 3 combined resonance 2 resonance 3 2 and 3 combined
3 0.15 ± 0.01 59.4 ± 0.5 53.6 ± 0.6 56.6 ± 0.2 4.30 ± 0.06 4.40 + 0.08 4.35 ± 0.06
5 0.22 ± 0.02 41.7 ± 0.6 37.3 ± 0.4 39.5 + 0.4 2.77 ± 0.05 2.71 + 0.03 2.73 ± 0.03
8 0.32 + 0.02 28 ± 1 30.7 ± 0.9 29.7 + 1 2.12 ± 0.09 2.15 ± 0.08 2.11 ± 0.05
10 0.43 ± 0.3 30 ± 1 28 ± 1 28.8 ± 1 1.47 ± 0.08 1.48 ± 0.07 1.47 ± 0.07
measurements resulted in an underestimation of the exper-
imental value of XB for sample 5 by 14-32% presumably as
a consequence of internal motion of the bound ligand (see
below). Furthermore, measurements incorporating T, relax-
ation times appeared to be the most sensitive to changes in
XB, whereas T2 and R measurements showed somewhat less
sensitivity to changes in this binding parameter. The calcu-
lated values of T.OB at the minimum in A were in good
agreement (within 14% for sample 5) with those derived by
using nonlinear regression of the entire intensity ratio dis-
persion curve and the experimental value of XB.
Ligand isotropic rotational diffusion assuming the
absence of exchange between free and ligand
bound states
The values for Toeff obtained using nonlinear regression,
assuming a single ligand species tumbling isotropically,
derived from 2H off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice
relaxation intensity ratio dispersion curves are tabulated in
Table 2. Analysis using resonance 2 of TSP-d4 appeared to
yield a slightly longer value for To,eff than for resonance 3
for approximately half the samples studied, a characteristic
noted in the analysis described above assuming fast ex-
change. This difference was attributed to experimental error
and therefore neglected. The theoretical fits were excellent
in all cases. All fitted R(oo) values were within 5% of the
limiting value of 1.00. The best fit curves were superim-
posable (data not shown) with those presented for the fast
exchange case discussed above. This finding implies that
the off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation for-
malism is applicable to both cases, and furthermore that a
specific model of binding should be assumed before the
assessment of motional parameters.
Because the observed rotational correlation time reflects
a complicated average of molecular motions, including the
effects of anisotropic motion, To in reality is an effective
correlation time, Toeff. The magnitude of the rotational
correlation time, Toeff, particularly at larger values of the
fraction of bound ligand, was attributed to be primarily a
reflection of molecular motion associated with the bound
fraction, a reasonable conclusion given that free TSP-d4
yields essentially no intensity ratio dispersion curve (data
not shown). In addition, comparison of the rotational cor-
relation time values in Table 2 obtained by assuming a
nonexchange condition with that obtained by assuming a
fast exchange model, revealed that at bound fractions at or
greater than -0.15, there was less than a 12% difference
between To,eff and To,B, which decreased to smaller values
with increasing values of bound-ligand fraction (see Table
2). This observation supports the point made above that the
motional dynamics of the bound species can be extracted
directly from the off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice
relaxation experiment when the fraction of bound ligand is
larger than some minimal value, in this case 0.15, without
assuming a value for DQCC or invoking a motional model.
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FIGURE 10 Representative plots displaying the iterated assumed values
of the rotational correlation time of bound ligand (TO B) and the absolute
value of the sum of the relative difference between pairs of theoretically
calculated and experimental relaxation parameters (A) vs. the iterated
fraction of bound TSP-d4 (XB) for sample 5. The assumed TorB values
varied from 0.0001 to 1.83 ns in small increments. The solid line represents
A, whereas the dotted line describes the trajectory that the assumed value
of TOB makes in respect to XB. The sets of experimental measurements
considered were: (A) TI, T2, R; (B) T1, T2; (C) TI, R; (D) T2, R. The
vertical arrows denote the value of the experimental fraction of bound
ligand obtained from equilibrium dialysis measurements. Isotropic tum-
bling of the ligand in the free and bound states and fast exchange were
assumed. See text for additional details.
Ligand isotropic rotational diffusion assuming the
presence of fast exchange between free and
bound ligand states and the presence of bound
ligand internal motion
The third model assumed isotropic tumbling of the free
ligand species and internal or local motion of the bound
ligand, superimposed on overall isotropic reorientational
motion of the macromolecule. Contributions to relaxation
from chemical exchange effects were ignored. The gener-
alized order parameter approach of Lipari and Szabo
(1982a, b) was used to describe the ligand motional behav-
ior in this case. The apparent relaxation rates were calcu-
lated as described in the Theory section using spectral
density functions defined by Eq. 3 (isotropic tumbling), and
Eqs. 4 or 5 (anisotropic tumbling due to bound ligand
internal motion). For this analysis, both the rotational cor-
relation times of the free ligand and the macromolecule, TM,
were required. A value of 37 ns was calculated for the
average isotropic correlation time of the oligomeric BSA
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FIGURE 11 Representative plots displaying the iterated assumed values
of the rotational correlation time of bound ligand (TO B) and the absolute
value of the sum of the relative difference between pairs of theoretically
calculated and experimental relaxation parameters (A) vs. the iterated
fraction of bound TSP-d4 (XB) for sample 5. The assumed T.rB values
varied from 2 to 100 ns in small increments. The solid line represents A,
whereas the dotted line is the trajectory of the assumed value of TOB makes
in respect to XB. The sets of experimental measurements considered were:
(A) T1, T2, R; (B) T1, T2; (C) T1, R; (D) T2, R. The vertical arrows denote
the value of the experimental fraction of bound ligand obtained from
equilibrium dialysis measurements. Isotropic tumbling of the ligand in the
free and bound states and fast exchange were assumed. See text for
additional details.
preparation, free in solution (corrected for finite protein
concentration (Koenig, 1980; Schleich et al., 1992)), from
the weight composition using the following macromolecular
parameters: partial specific volume = 0.734 cm3/g, molec-
ular mass = 66.5 kDa, hydration = 0.4 g water/g protein
(Cantor and Schimmel, 1980a), and temperature = 295 K.
The experimental value of the rotational correlation time
(To eff) for unfractionated BSA determined by 13C off-reso-
nance rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation measurements
was 50 ns; correction for anisotropic reorientational motion
and finite protein concentration yielded a value of 28 ns
(Wang et al., 1993). The calculated average value of the
rotational correlation time employed in these studies is
within these experimental values.
Calculations of the order parameter (S) and the effective
correlation time (Te) were performed in a manner analogous
to the isotropic fast exchange case considered above on data
obtained from sample of TSP-d4 in the presence of BSA. At
each assumed XB value, s2 was varied from 0 to 1, whereas
Te was varied from 0.0001 to 1.83 ns at each s2 value in
small increments. Theoretical T1, T2, and R values were
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calculated using each [S2, Tel pair at a given assumed XB
value, and the result compared with the experimental mea-
surements for the given sample. The values of s2 and Te
yielding calculated relaxation values closest to combina-
tions of experimental measurements were used. The calcu-
lation was also repeated by varying Te in the range 1.8 to
100 ns. Two ranges of Te were considered because of the
parabolic behavior of T1 and R on Te as shown by the
simulations in Figs. 3-6.
Values for Te, S2, and 00 were calculated for samples 3, 5,
8, and 10, which contained approximately the same concen-
tration of BSA; the fraction of bound ligand and NMR
experimental parameters characterizing these samples are
summarized in Table 4. Each of these samples, prepared by
equilibrium dialysis, represented a different known amount
of the fraction of bound ligand (TSP-d4), to BSA (see Table
1). The values derived for both Te and S2 are tabulated in
Tables 5 and 6. All the values for Te were found to be in the
range of 0.20 to 0.36 ns regardless of the relaxation param-
eters employed in the calculation. Likewise, the calculated
S2 values range from 0.20 to 0.33. These results indicated
that the motional time scale of the bound ligand (Te) was at
least 100 times smaller than the correlation time character-
izing overall tumbling of the macromolecule (TM). Because
the conditions TM>> Te and (,2T2 << 1 were fulfilled for the
binding of TSP-d4 to BSA, the wobbling in the cone model
was applicable to the motion of ,u and was used to describe
a physical picture for the motion of ligand in the bound
state; 00 values were calculated using Eq. 8. These values
TABLE 4 Experimental parameters used for the calculation
of the order parameter (S2) and effective correlation time (i)
as a function of bound ligand fraction (XB) for the binding of
TSP-d4 to BSA (220C, pH 7.4)*
Sample Bound ligand B2 power Voff
no. fraction (XB) (Gauss) (Hz) R
3 0.15 ± 0.01 1.40 3284.5 0.5085
5 0.22 ± 0.02 1.46 3280.8 0.4994
8 0.32 ± 0.02 1.44 3283.0 0.4902
10 0.43 ± 0.03 1.42 3536.0 0.5365
TM = 37 ns, To,F = 0.012 ns, DQCC = 170 kHz.
TABLE 5 Calculated values for the effective rotational
correlation time (i) obtained for TSP-d4 binding to BSA
(22°C, pH 7.4) employing various experimental 2H relaxation
parameters for samples of different ligand bound
fraction (XB)*
Sample Te using T,, Te using T,, Te using T2, Te using T1,
no. T2 (ns) R (ns) R (ns) T2, R (ns)
3 0.25 ± 0.02 0.25 ± 0.03 0.27 ± 0.03 0.25 ± 0.03 0.022
5 0.28 ± 0.05 0.27 ± 0.04 0.38 ± 0.06 0.28 ± 0.05 0.111
8 0.26 ± 0.02 0.26 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.03 0.26 ± 0.03 0.057
10 0.20 ± 0.02 0.19 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.04 0.20 ± 0.02 0.259
*See Table 4.
tA is the sum of the absolute value of the minimum relative errors between
the calculated and experimental measurements used in calculating [Te, S2]
pairs using all three relaxation measurements.
TABLE 6 Calculated values for the order parameter (S2)
obtained for the binding of TSP-d4 to BSA (22°C, pH 7.4)
employing various experimental 2H relaxation parameters for
samples of different ligand bound fraction (XB)*
Sample S2 (using S2 (using S2 (using s2 (using
no. T1, T2) TI, R) T2, R) T1, T2, R)
3 0.30 ± 0.02 0.29 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.02
5 0.33 ± 0.03 0.26 ± 0.03 0.32 ± 0.03 0.33 ± 0.03
8 0.29 ± 0.02 0.26 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.02 0.29 ± 0.02
10 0.32 ± 0.02 0.20 ± 0.02 0.31 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.02
*See Table 4.
TABLE 7 Calculated values of the cone semiangle (OJ)*
obtained for bound TSP-d4 binding to BSA employing various
experimental 2H relaxation parameters for samples of
different ligand bound fraction (XB)*
Sample 60 (using
no. TI, T2)
3 490
5 470
8 500
10 480
0O (using
TI, R)
490
510
520
560
60 (using
T2, R)
490
480
500
480
60 (using
T,, T2, R)
490
470
500
480
*Assuming a wobbling in the cone model, see text for details.
*See Table 4.
are tabulated in Table 7 and were found to be in the range
of 45 to 56°. This indicates a wide range of allowed motion
for the bound ligand suggesting a weak interaction at the
binding site, and it is consistent with the small binding
constants obtained for the binding of TSP-d4 to BSA.
When all assumed values of XB were considered in addi-
tion to the experimental values of XB, an infinite number of
combinations of Te, S2, and XB above a certain minimum
value of XB were found to satisfy the experimental relax-
ation parameters in all cases considered. Thus, if the frac-
tion of bound ligand is not known from independent binding
measurements, only a range for S2 and Te can be ascertained.
SUMMARY
The results of this study demonstrate that for deuterated
ligands engaged in equilibrium binding to macromolecules,
the motional behavior of the bound ligand species can be
monitored directly by use of the 2H off-resonance rotating
frame spin-lattice relaxation experiment, which is applica-
ble to both in vitro and in vivo situations. This was shown
by the finding that the observed correlation time of the
TSP-d4 ligand in the presence of BSA was approximately
equal to the rotational correlation time in the bound state,
provided that the fraction of bound ligand was at least 0.20.
This property of the 2H off-resonance experiment is highly
advantageous in systems where only the magnitude of the
bound fraction is known. The assessment of the observed
rotational correlation time (TO eff) was accomplished without
the assumption of a value for the deuterium quadrupolar
coupling constant or by invoking a particular motional
model. The rotational correlational time of the bound ligand
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was determined by assuming a two-state fast exchange
isotropic tumbling model. The presence of internal or local
ligand motion in the bound state, relative to the overall
tumbling of the macromolecule and/or the occurrence of
chemical exchange contributions, was implied by the obser-
vation that the rotational correlation time for bound ligand
was somewhat smaller than the value for the rotational
correlation time of the protein. Because the details of bound
ligand motion are unknown it was not possible to distin-
guish between the two contributions. Furthermore, an ap-
proximate value (±32%) for the fraction of bound ligand
could be determined if a supplemental T1 and/or T2 relax-
ation time was included in the analysis that assumed a
two-state fast exchange isotropic tumbling motion model.
Incorporation of internal motion effects for the bound
species into the theoretical relaxation formalism of the
off-resonance rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation experi-
ment, coupled with supplemental relaxation measurements
(T1 or T2), yielded an order parameter and effective corre-
lation time whose values, in conjunction with the assump-
tion of a wobbling in the cone model, defined a cone of
semiangle 00, thereby providing insights into the motional
details of the bound ligand. Whereas TSP-BSA binding
represents one model example, the 2H off-resonance exper-
iment can be used to provide relative motional time scales
for a series of deuterated bound ligands. Although auxiliary
measurements on other nuclei of the bound ligand, e.g., 13c,
or the use of other relaxation experiments could provide
additional parameters to describe specific local fluctuations,
the 2H off-resonance rotating frame experiment supple-
mented with 2H T1 or T2 measurements is useful for the
determination of the relative binding characteristics of a
suite of deuterated ligands without resorting to further iso-
topic labeling.
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